
Saturday, march 23, 2019, 10-12pm
Mobius	  Square	  Knots
Skill Level: Intermediate 
Prerequisite:  Must have done at least one other chainmaille weave.
Instructor: Wendy Remmers
Class Price: $35    
Kit Cost: (Required) See Below
The Mobius weave comes in many variations and sizes and is fun, simple, and timeless. Students will 
weave rings into Mobius Square Knot segments that will then be connected to form this cool and 
stylish bracelet that is perfect for everyday wear. Tips will be shared on how to create identical knots 
that sit in the same direction, making your bracelet look uniformed and well seated. Project might not 
be completed in class.  Don’t forget to give student supply list and coupon at sign-up.

Supplies:
• Clasp of your choice [1 set]
• Flat nose pliers [2 pairs]
• Thin beading awl or pick; optional
• Reading glasses or magnifier, if necessary

BRACELET & RING KIT (Includes jump rings only for a 7.25" bracelet chain length w/o clasp):

KIT # METAL KIT PRICE
1 Copper $25
2 Brass $25
3 Silver-Filled $60
4 Sterling Silver $105

Class Policies
•You may cancel or transfer a 
workshop up to 3 days (72-hour) 
prior to start of workshop.  Your 
class payment minus a $5 
transfer/cancellation fee can be 
credited to your credit card or 
refunded as a store gift card.  If 
you cancel within 2 days (48-
hours) or less from the start of 
the class, you will forfeit all of 
monies paid toward the class 
fee.
•Workshops by guest instructors 
require a two week (14 days) 
notice of transfer or cancellation.  
Cancellations made with less 
than two weeks notice will forfeit 
the entire class cost.

•You may find another person to 
take your place in lieu of 
canceling, as long as the 
substitute meets the pre-
requisites of the workshop.

•“No-Shows” will forfeit all monies 
paid toward the class.  If you can 
not make the class consider 
sending someone in your place.

•Register early or the class may 
be cancelled due to low 
enrollment.

•Full refund is issued for any 
classes cancelled by Lady Bug 
Beads or the instructor for any 
reason.

•Prices subject to change without 
notice. Lady Bug Beads is not 
responsible for misprints or 
typing errors.

•No refunds will be given after 
class has transpired.




